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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to find whether does exchange rate of Malaysian 
Ringgit against few other currencies sensitive towards money supply, GDP and interest 
rate. The exchange rates of Malaysian Ringgit against US Dollar, Singapore Dollar, 
Deutschmark and Japanese Yen have been chosen for this study. This study is 
emphasizes on the relationship between exchange rate of Malaysian Ringgit against few 
other currencies with money supply, GDP and interest rate. The objectives of this study 
are to know whether money supply, GDP and interest rate have influence on exchange 
rate of Malaysian Ringgit against few other currencies or not, and also to examine 
whether there are positive or negative relationship between exchange rate of Malaysian 
Ringgit against few other currencies with money supply, GDP and interest rate. The data 
were collected on monthly basis from Jan 1991 to Aug 1998 and from Jul 2005 to Sep 
2006. Data were analyzed using SPSS program. From the findings, it can be concluded 
that money supply has an influence on exchange rate of Malaysian Ringgit against US 
Dollar. The findings also show that there is positive relationship between exchange rate 
of Malaysian Ringgit against US Dollar with money supply. For GDP and interest rate, 
there is no relationship with the exchange rate of Malaysian Ringgit against US Dollar. 
For Singapore Dollar, Deutschmark and Japanese Yen, there no significant at all with 
money supply, GDP and interest rate. 



(Exchange <Rgte Sensitivity Towards Money Supply, gJXP and Interest 9(ate: 
Ji Case Study on Malaysian tRinaaitAflainst few Other Currencies 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 1997 East Asian currency crisis made apparent how vulnerable currencies can be. 

The speculative attacks on the Ringgit almost devastated the economy if not for the quick 

and bold counter actions taken by the Malaysian gqvernment, particularly in checking the 

offshore Ringgit transactions. It also became apparent the need for firms to manage 

foreign exchange risk. 

Ringgit appreciated against the major and regional currencies 

During the period 1 December 2006 - 26 January 2007, the ringgit appreciated against 

the major currencies in the range of 2.3% - 7.9% amidst net trade and investment inflows. 

The US dollar experienced some weakness earlier in the period amidst market 

expectations of a reduction in the policy rate on concerns of a slowing US economy. The 

Japanese yen also weakened as market expectations of an increase in the policy rate by 

the Bank of Japan receded. The ringgit appreciated against the regional currencies in the 

range of 2% - 4.4%. There was limited contagion impact on the ringgit arising from the 

regulatory measures imposed by the Bank of Thailand on 18 December 2006 to limit 

capital inflows. 

Figure 1.1 Ringgit appreciated against the major currencies. 
Performance of Ringgit against Major Currencies 
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Sources: Bank Negara Malaysia (2007) 1 


